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Abstract 
 

Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs) utilize radio propagation models (RPMs) to predict 
path loss in vehicular environment. Modern urban vehicular environment contains road 
infrastructure units that include road tunnels, straight roads, curved roads flyovers and 
underpasses. Different RPMs were proposed in the past to predict path loss, but modern road 
infrastructure units especially flyovers and underpasses are neglected previously. Most of the 
existing RPMs are computationally complex and ignore some of the critical features such as 
impact of infrastructure units on the signal propagation and the effect of both static and 
moving radio obstacles on signal attenuation. Therefore, the existing RPMs are incapable of 
predicting path loss in flyovers and underpass accurately. This paper proposes an RPM to 
predict path loss for vehicular communication on flyovers and inside underpasses that 
considers both the static and moving radio obstacles while requiring only marginal overhead. 
The proposed RPM is validated based upon the field measurements in 5 GHz frequency band. 
A close agreement is found between the measured and predicted values of path loss.   
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1. Introduction 

VANETs is a challenging field of wireless technology that utilizes vehicle to infrastructure 
(V2I) and vehicle to vehicle (V2V) communications to provide a wide variety of useful 
applications ranging from safety related applications to infotainment services [1]. IEEE 
802.11p standards are widely adopted in VANETs that operate in 5.9 GHz frequency band [2]. 
VANETs utilize 75 MHz of 5.9 GHz spectrum to facilitate V2X (both V2V and V2I) 
communications for dedicated short range communication (DSRC) [3].  

The modern transport infrastructure has evolved and is now comprised of road 
infrastructural units such as complex interchanges, flyovers, underpasses and road tunnels to 
support new traffic conditions. Radio signal propagation is differently affected by each of the 
road infrastructure unit. For instance, road infrastructure unit such as flyover serves as a static 
radio obstacle that impedes radio signals [4] and the radio propagation behavior is different in 
tunnels as compared to free space propagation [5]. 

The wavelength of the radio signals in 5.9 GHz frequency band is approximately 5 cm; 
therefore the penetrating power of these signals are low as compared to other technologies 
such as GSM that usually operates in 1800 MHz frequency band. Therefore, the radio 
obstacles that obstruct radio signals have relatively high impact in VANETs as compared to 
other technologies. The radio obstacles that impede radio signals in VANETs include static 
and moving obstacles. Static obstacle includes buildings, dense vegetation, and advertising 
boards [6]. However, the structure of the modern road infrastructure units may also be 
regarded as a potential static radio obstacle.  Moving obstacles include large buses, trailers and 
delivery trucks that impede radio signals in VANETs [1]. 

The RPMs in VANETs formulize the propagation of radio signals to accurately predict 
behavior of radio waves [7]. A realistic RPM which is computationally inexpensive yet 
provides accurate prediction of path loss while covering all physical aspects of propagation 
and considers the modern road infrastructure units is required [8]. The existing RPMs in 
VANETs are developed to be used in the older road infrastructure units such as straight roads 
and junctions.  No RPM in the literature exists that predicts path loss specifically for the 
communication taking place on the flyovers and inside the underpasses which are significant 
part of today’s urban road transport environment. However, a number of RPMs [9-11] exist for 
the prediction of path loss in tunnels but either the field measurements are not taken in the 
frequency band suitable for VANETs or they lack in one or more of the critical aspect such as 
modelling of moving obstacles.  

The impact of moving radio obstacles on propagation behavior is also amplified with the 
ever-increasing presence of large moving vehicles on the modern road infrastructure units. 
Therefore, there is a need to study the radio propagation behavior in the modern road 
infrastructure units especially flyovers and underpasses. The study of the impact of moving 
obstacles on radio propagation on flyovers and inside underpass with the field measurements 
close to the frequency band for VANETs facilitates more reliable communication 
infrastructure by providing a computationally inexpensive RPM.  Furthermore, the radio 
reception performance is sensitive to antenna placement in the 5 GHz band [12]. Hence, the 
selection of antenna is important [13].  

This paper proposes an RPM for V2V communication to predict accurate path loss on 
flyovers and inside underpasses by considering both the static and moving radio obstacles and 
yet having minimal overhead. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
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discusses existing RPMs for V2V communication. Section 3 presents the proposed radio 
propagation for flyovers and underpasses along with the mathematical formulation to calculate 
the impact of moving vehicles on path loss. The field measurement campaign along with the 
measurement results in terms of received signal strength (RSS) are discussed in Section 4. The 
validation of proposed RPM is explained in section 5. The comparison of the proposed and 
existing RPMs is presented in section 6 and Section 7 concludes the paper. 

2. Existing Radio Propagation models in VANETs 
Although, the RPMs employed in VANETs can be utilized in mobile ad-hoc networks; 
however, VANETs have their own requirements such as topological characteristics, network 
density and mobility style. Generally, the RPMs can be categorized in two main groups from 
implementation point of view, namely, deterministic RPMs and probabilistic RPMs [8]. A 
classification of RPMs is shown in Fig. 1. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Classification of RPMs 

2.1 Deterministic RPMs 
The path loss is calculated based upon real properties of the environment such as speed of the 
communicating vehicles and inter-vehiclur distance in deterministic RPMs. Deterministic 
RPMs fall into two groups; simple and complex according to computationally complexity. 
Free space and two ray ground models are the examples of deterministic RPMs [14, 15] which 
are widely adopted in VANETs. However, these models ignore critical aspects of the 
environment proving unrealistic estimation of path loss. Some of the existing RPMs are 
difficult to implement and computationally expensive as they focus on critical aspects of the 
environment such as ray tracing models [16, 17] that utilizes permittivity, conductivity, and 
thickness of radio obstacles etc. Consequently, complex RPMs are infrequently applied. 

2.2 Probabilistic RPMs 
On the other hand, a probabilistic RPM provides the path loss estimation by utilizing a simple 
deterministic model as input parameter and applies statistical methods to estimate the path loss. 
Log normal shadowing, Rayleigh and Rician fading are examples of probabilistic RPMs [18, 
19]. For instance, the shadowing model introduces a random variable along with the path loss 
component arguing that RSS at a certain distance from the sender can only be represented by a 
random variable because of fading effects from multipath propagation. 
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2.3 Road Infrastructure Consideration in RPMs 
The existing RPMs employed in VANETs mainly focus on highway or urban scenarios. 

However in urban scenarios, most of the existing RPMs only consider a simple junction with 
Manhattan style grid architecture [20-22]. For instance, CORNER [6] is a popular RPM that 
considers Manhattan style grid and implements a propagation attenuation formula presented in 
[23]. Therefore, no attention is given towards the study of radio propagation properties in 
modern road infrastructure units especially flyovers and underpasses. However, studies are 
conducted in the past to observe signal attenuation in tunnels. A tunnel can be considered as a 
waveguide due to its geometry and the conductivity [24]. According to existing research, the 
transverse dimensional tunnels which are much larger than the radio signal’s wavelength 
experience waveguide properties [25, 26]. The tunnel geometry, electromagnetic properties of 
the tunnel’s material, antenna characteristics and radio obstacles also affect the radio 
propagation in tunnels [24].  

From the existing work on RPMs, it is identified that some of the existing RPMs are 
computationally complex; others are not validated for the widely utilized frequency band for 
VANETs; most of the existing RPMs do not consider additional attenuation from the large 
moving objects; and none of the existing RPMs are focused on flyovers and underpasses. 
Therefore, a computationally inexpensive RPM with minimal number of parameters for 
vehicular communication for flyovers and underpass is required that is validated in the 
allowed frequency band for VANETs and accounts for the additional signal attenuation that 
may result from moving radio obstacles on the flyover and inside an underpass.  

3. Proposed RPMs for Flyover and Underpasses 
This section describes the simple and computationally inexpensive RPMs suitable for 
predicting path loss on flyovers and inside underpasses. These RPMs are validated based upon 
extensive field measurement campaign. Our goal is to propose such an RPM that utilizes a 
minimal set of parameters to estimate path loss in an acceptable range. The following 
subsections provide detail on proposed RPMs for flyover and underpass respectively.  

3.1 Proposed RPM for Flyover 
The architecture of a flyover makes it a potential static radio obstacle for the communicating 
vehicles. Two sorts of communication occur among the vehicles while driving on the flyover; 
(a) line-of-sight (LOS) communication and (b) non line-of-sight (NLOS) [27] communication. 
The communicating vehicles are in LOS with each other when at least one the vehicle 
(transmitter/receiver) is either travelling on the highest point along the flyover or it is currently 
at a relatively higher position on the flyover as compared to the other communicating vehicle. 
However, the LOS between two communicating vehicles may be disturbed by large moving 
radio obstacles that may appear between the communicating vehicles. The vehicles travelling 
on the opposite ends of the flyover loose LOS among them due to the height of the structure. 
The structure of the flyover is the cause of NLOS condition among the communicating 
vehicles in this scenario. This phenomenon is explained in Fig.2. Here, the green straight line 
represents LOS communication and red line shows the NLOS scenario. The pillars of the 
flyover and the concrete base at the ends of the flyover are potential static radio obstacles for 
the vehicular communication.  

In case of LOS communication among the vehicles on the flyover, the free-space model 
can be utilized for the prediction of path loss in LOS scenario if the additional attenuation due 
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to large moving radio obstacle on the flyover is also considered. Therefore, the total path loss 
in LOS scenario on the flyover is dependent upon two factors; (a) free space path loss 
(PLfreespace) and (b) the additional attenuation due to the presence of the large moving radio 
obstacle (PLAM).   
 

 
Fig. 2. Types of Communication in Flyovers 

 
The maximum path loss due to the presence of large moving radio obstacles is estimated 

using single knife-edge effect. The single knife-edge model can be applied in the situations 
where the wavelength of the radio signal is significantly smaller than the size of the radio 
obstacle [1]. An approximation of the additional path loss in dB caused by the moving radio 
obstacles in vehicular communication can be represented using equation 1. 

𝑃𝐿𝐴𝑀[𝑑𝐵] = 6.9 + 20𝑙𝑜𝑔10 ��(𝜐 − 0.1)2 + 1 + 𝜐 − 0.1�                 (1) 
Where 

𝜐 =  √2 𝐻
𝑟𝑓

                                                         (2) 
In equation 2, H denotes the difference between the height of the radio obstacle and the 

height of the straight line connecting the communicating vehicles. The presence of the radio 
obstacle within 60% of the first Fresnel’s zone ellipsoid is the cause of the additional 
attenuation. Therefore, equation 2 includes a parameter rf [1]; which is the radius of the first 
Fresnel’s zone ellipsoid and is obtained by the following equation. 

𝑟𝑓 =  �𝜆𝑑𝑜𝑏𝑠(𝑑− 𝑑𝑜𝑏𝑠)
𝑑

                                                   (3) 
 In equation 3, d is the distance between communicating vehicles (Tx and Tr) and dobs is the 
distance between the obstacle and Tx.  
 However, the additional attenuation due to moving radio obstacles is also dependent upon 
the frequency F of the large radio obstacles in the overall traffic. The formula for the 
calculation of total LOS path loss for the vehicular communication while the nodes are 
travelling on the flyover is given by the equation 4. 
 

𝑃𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑆  [𝑑𝐵] = 𝑃𝐿𝑇𝑆 [𝑑𝐵] =  𝑃𝐿𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒  [𝑑𝐵] +   𝐹(𝑃𝐿𝐴𝑀[𝑑𝐵])           (4) 
 

 Where PLAM [dB] is described in equation 1 and F represents the probability of the large 
moving obstacles to disturb the LOS among the communicating vehicles. PLfreespace is the free 
space path loss in dB as expressed in equation 5 where f denotes the frequency of the radio 
signal. 
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𝑃𝐿𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒[𝑑𝐵] = 20 log10(𝑑) + 20 log10(𝑓) + 32.44− 𝐺𝑡 − 𝐺𝑟          (5) 

 
The general model for path loss prediction is to be extended to contemplate the impact of 

flyover structure on the vehicular communication. Therefore, the NLOS scenario for the 
vehicular communication that arises due to the architecture of the flyover is modelled by 
capturing additional attenuation caused by the structure of the flyover. This additional 
attenuation is modelled by calculating n; the number of times the LOS is obstructed by the 
static radio obstacles (pillars and flyover edges). A collaboration factor β is introduced to 
represent the additional signal attenuation in dB caused by individual static radio obstacles 
present in the structure of the flyover (pillars and flyover edges).  The additional attenuation 
due to the structure of the flyover PLAF[dB] is given in equation 6. 

 
𝑃𝐿𝐴𝐹 [𝑑𝐵] = 𝑛𝛽                                                   (6) 

 
 The additional attenuation PLAF is combined with the free-space model to elucidate the 
total path loss PLNLOS in NLOS scenario for the flyover. The PLNLOS is calculated as shown in 
equation 7. 

𝑃𝐿𝑁𝐿𝑂𝑆[𝑑𝐵] = 𝑃𝐿𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑒[𝑑𝐵] +   𝑃𝐿𝐴𝐹[𝑑𝐵]                     (7) 
 

The total path loss in flyover PLTF as explained in equation 8 either represented by 
equation 4 for LOS scenario or it is represented by equation 7 for NLOS scenario. The LOS 
scenario represents a situation where the structure of the flyover has no effect on the LOS of 
the communicating vehicles. However, the LOS among the communicating vehicles may be 
disturbed occasionally by the presence of moving radio obstacles in the LOS scenario.  
 

𝑃𝐿𝑇𝐹 =  � 𝑃𝐿𝐿𝑂𝑆             𝐼𝑓 𝐿𝑂𝑆 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑃𝐿𝑁𝐿𝑂𝑆         𝐼𝑓 𝑁𝐿𝑂𝑆 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛  

�                   (8) 

3.2 Proposed RPM for Underpass 
The underpass is a sort of a small tunnel incorporated in an effort to make modern urban road 
transport environment signal free. The typical length of the underpass varies from 20 meters to 
60 meters depending upon the width of the road that runs on top of the underpass orthogonally. 
Due to relatively short length of underpass as compared to road tunnel, it is likely that only one 
of the transmitting or receiving vehicles is inside the underpass at the time of the 
communication while the other vehicle may be travelling outside the underpass. Moreover, a 
scenario might exist where both the communicating vehicles are present outside on two 
different ends of the underpass. Hence three possible scenarios are to be considered when 
proposing the propagation formula to predict path loss for the underpasses. The three possible 
scenarios are; (a) both the communicating vehicles are inside the underpass, (b) only one of the 
communicating vehicles is inside the underpass and (c) both the communicating vehicles are 
outside on two different ends of the underpass. 

The path loss in underpass is logarithmically proportional to the distance between the 
communicating nodes, therefore,  
 

𝑃𝐿𝑀[𝑑𝐵] = 𝑘 𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑑)                                              (9) 
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In equation 9, PLM denotes the major component of path loss, d is the distance between 
communicating vehicles. The constant of proportionality is k, determined by using the 
dimensions of the underpass and wavelength of the radio signal. The formula for the 
calculation of k is shown in Equation 10. 

𝑘 = 𝑟 + 𝑤
ℎ𝜆

                                           (10) 
 
In equation 10, r represents the absolute value of the difference of height and width of the 

road tunnel (|w-h|); where w and h are width and height of the road tunnel respectively.  
Equation 10 can be used to calculate k if w > h. However, if h >w, then the value of k is 
calculated as (r + h/wλ) [28].  

The impact of moving radio obstacles on the radio propagation is already formulated in 
section 3.1. The approximation for the total path loss in “scenario a” of the underpass PLTT is 
the combination of PLM and PLAM as given in equation 11. 
 

𝑃𝐿𝑇𝑇  [𝑑𝐵] =  𝑃𝐿𝑀[𝑑𝐵] +  𝐹(𝑃𝐿𝐴𝑀[𝑑𝐵])                            (11) 
 

In equation 11, PLM denotes the major component of path loss. A novel approach of 
calculating the effective distance deu between communicating vehicles to predict path loss for 
the vehicular communication in and outside the underpass is adopted in this research. The 
advantage in the strength of the received signal gained as a result of waveguide effect due to 
the structure of the underpass can be modeled by calculating the effective distance deu between 
the communicating vehicles. The effective distance deu is the calculated distance between the 
sender and receiver such that a portion of the distance travelled by the radio signal inside the 
underpass is subtracted from actual straight line distance d between the communicating 
vehicles. Therefore, the effective distance deu is always less than the actual straight line 
distance d between the sender and the receiver (deu < d).   The portion of the distance which is 
subtracted from d to yield deu is proportional to the area of cross-section of the underpass 
because the waveguide effect is phenomenal only in those tunnels/underpasses whose 
transverse dimensions are several times greater than the wavelength of the radio signal [25].  
The effective distance deu is expressed in equation 12.  

𝑑𝑒𝑢 = 𝑑 − 𝑙𝑒𝑢 �1 −  √𝑤
2+ ℎ2

𝐴𝑐𝑢
�                                 (12) 

In equation 12, leu is the effective length of the underpass starting from the point where one 
of the communicating vehicles is present and ends at the outer edge of the underpass towards 
the other communicating vehicle in case when one of the communicating vehicles is inside the 
underpass (scenario b). However, leu equals to the exact length of the underpass in case 
wherein both the communicating vehicles are outside the underpass on different ends 
(scenario c).  In equation 9, w and h represents the width and height of the underpass 
respectively and Acu represents the area of cross-section of the underpass.  

The total path loss PLTU in scenarios b and c for the underpass can be represented by 
equation 13. 

𝑃𝐿𝑇𝑈[𝑑𝐵] = 𝑃𝐿𝑓𝑠(𝑑𝑒𝑢)[𝑑𝐵] +   𝐹(𝑃𝐿𝐴𝑀[𝑑𝐵])                     (13) 
 

In equation 13, PLfs(deu) represents the free space path loss by considering deu as the distance 
between the sender and the receiver.  

The vehicular communication is not substantially affected by the static radio obstacles in 
the underpass simply because of the inexistence of static obstacle that can cause severe change 
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in the signal attenuation. Therefore, in equation 13, PLAM [dB] is the only additional signal 
attenuation components caused by the moving radio obstacles.  

3.3 Computational Complexity of the Proposed RPM 
The propagation formula for the flyover consisted of two components; (1) free space path loss 
and (2) additional attenuation caused by the moving radio obstacles (LOS scenario) /  
additional attenuation due to structure of the flyover (NLOS scenario).  The calculation of 
additional attenuation due to the moving radio obstacles in simulation is the most expensive 
step because it involves at least an O(m log m + k) line intersection algorithm [29] for 
computing k intersections among m lines.  However, the maximum signal attenuation is 
calculated only once. The probability F of the moving obstacles to disturb LOS among 
communicating vehicles is multiplied with the maximum signal attenuation caused by moving 
obstacles in order to reasonably estimate the additional path loss. Therefore, the calculation of 
additional attenuation due to moving radio obstacles becomes an algorithm with a constant 
running time. Furthermore, the additional attenuation due to flyover’s structure (nβ) is again 
calculated in constant time. In the underpass propagation formula, the total path loss is 
composed of two factors namely, (1) major path loss and (2) additional attenuation due to 
moving radio obstacles. The major path loss is calculated using the geometric properties of the 
underpass. Hence, calculation of the major path loss in underpass is an O(n) algorithm for n 
number of communications. Hence, the proposed RPMs are computationally inexpensive.  

4. Measurement Campaign 

4.1 Equipment and Setup 
An extensive data gathering campaign was carried out at sixth road flyover (Rawalpindi, 
Punjab, Pakistan, latitude: 33.6424722 longitude: 73.0714255) using 802.11 n WiFi devices 
configured at 5 GHz. The length of the sixth road flyover is a 462 meters with 3 lanes on each 
side of the road. It is part of a very busy urban road in a densely populated city situated in north 
of Pakistan. For the underpass, we selected the committee chowk underpass (Rawalpindi, 
Punjab, Pakistan, latitude: 33.6108749 longitude: 73.0651639). The length of the underpass is 
approximately 27 meters with two lanes on each side of the road. The width of the under pass 
on one side of the road is 9 meters and height is approximately 6 meters separated by a 
concrete wall in between the two roads. The communicating nodes consist of Intel Dual Band 
Wireless-N 7265 wireless adapter connected to a D-Link ANT70-0800 omnidirectional 
antenna that provided a gain of 10dBi at 5Ghz. The antenna was connected with the wireless 
device using a cable of length 3 m (~ 3 dB loss). We utilize Garmin GPS 18x USB receiver for 
locating the position of nodes. The vehicles used in the experiment were Honda city 2007 
(height: 1495 mm) and Suzuki Mehran (height: 1410 mm). The antenna and the GPS receiver 
were mounted on the roof of the vehicles.  

4.2 Measurement Scenarios (Flyover) 
In the simplest of arrangements, one vehicle (Tx) was parked on the left lane at the start of the 
flyover and the RSS was measured using the other vehicle (Tr) driven at very low speed. In 
another scenario, the RSS is measured while Tx was stationary and Tr was driven at 40 km/hr 
and the test is repeated at 60 km/hr. Both vehicles were driven at same speed (30 km/hr) while 
maintaining a distance of 150 meters, 200 meters and 250 meters respectively from each other 
in three of the subsequent arrangements.  In one of the arrangements, both vehicles were 
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driven at variable speeds is such a manner that one vehicle approaches the other vehicle with 
greater speed and then leaves it behind for the rest of measurement. Table 1 shows multiple 
scenarios used for the measurement of RSS on the flyover. 
 

Table 1. Measurement Scenarios (Flyover) 
Scenario Tx Speed Tr Speed Updation Inter-vehicular 

Distance 
Orientation 

FSC1 Stationary 5 km/hr 1 meters Variable Tr going away from Tx 
FSC2 Stationary 40 km/hr 5 meter Variable Tr going away from Tx 
FSC3 Stationary 60 km/hr 5 meter Variable Tr going away from Tx 
FSC4 30 km/hr 30 km/hr 5 meters 150 meters A constant distance is 

maintained 
FSC5 30 km/hr 30 km/hr 5 meters 200 meters A constant distance is 

maintained 
FSC6 30 km/hr 30 km/hr 5 meters 250 meters A constant distance is 

maintained 
FSC7 30 km/hr 60 km/hr ~8 meters variable Tr approaching Tx and 

then going away 

4.3 Measurement Scenarios (Underpass) 
In the first arrangement, Tx was parked just before the start of the underpass in the left lane. Tr 
is driven at very low speed (5 km/hr) inside the underpass to carefully monitor the fluctuation 
in the RSS values. In order to check the impact of vehicle’s speed variation on the RSS values, 
the same test is repeated USC2 while Tx was stationary and Tr was driven at 30 km/hr. In 
USC3, both the vehicles were driven at same speed (20 km/hr) while maintaining a distance of 
15 meters. The arrangement of USC3 is repeated in USC4 by driving both the vehicles with 
the same speed while maintaining a distance of 25 meters between them. In both the scenarios 
(USC3 and USC4), the vehicles maintained the LOS between them while driving inside the 
underpass because the selected underpass consisted of a street road. In the last of the 
measurement scenarios, vehicles were driven at different speeds in such a manner that Tx is 
ahead of Tr at the beginning of the test on the straight road. Tx enters the underpass and 
continue its journey with relatively low speed as compared to Tr. Therefore, Tr approaches Tx 
with greater speed and then overtakes it inside the underpass. Tr continue to move further 
away from Tx for the rest of the test as both the vehicles leave the underpass behind. Table 2 
shows multiple scenarios used for the measurement of RSS inside underpass. 

 
Table 2. Measurement Scenarios (Underpass) 

Scenario Tx Speed Tr Speed Updation Inter-vehicular 
Distance 

Orientation 

USC1 Stationary 5 km/hr 1 meter Variable Tr going away from Tx 
USC2 Stationary 20 km/hr 1 meters Variable Tr going away from Tx 
USC3 10 km/hr 10 km/hr ~2 meters 15 meters A constant distance is 

maintained 
USC4 20 km/hr 20 km/hr ~2 meters 25 meters A constant distance is 

maintained 
USC5 15 km/hr 30 km/hr ~4 meters variable Tr approaching Tx and 

then going away 
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4.4 Experimental Results  
The communication performance at flyover and inside underpass was analyzed using the 
measured RSS and its dependency on the distance between the communicating nodes in 
multiple arrangements. We utilized path loss as another performance indicator to summarize 
the results as shown in Table 3.  
 

Table 3. Performance indicators  
Performance Indicator Unit Typical Value Range 

RSS dBm -110 to -10 
Path Loss dB 5 to 140 

 
Fig. 3 shows the RSS as measured in FSC1 where Tx was kept stationary at the start of the 

flyover and Tr was driven at a very low speed to acquire RSS value after each meter along the 
flyover. A sudden decrease in RSS (15dBm to 20dBm) was observed when the vehicles were 
no longer in LOS with each other.  The decrease in RSS in NLOS scenario is due to the 
additional attenuation caused by the concrete structure of the flyover as Tx was parked at the 
start of the flyover and Tr was present at a certain height where there was no LOS between the 
two communicating vehicles.  This decrease in RSS was observed when the distance between 
the communicating vehicles exceeded 150 meters and is shown by the red circle in Fig. 3.   

Due to the extreme load of traffic on the flyover, the measurement in FSC1 was taken using 
the left lane of the flyover.  The pillars of the flyover have minimal effect on LOS on 
communicating vehicles in the left lane due to the structure of the flyover. The radio signals 
quickly deteriorate when NLOS scenario arises. However, the decrease in the RSS was 
gradual when Tr is present at relatively higher altitude. When the distance between the 
communicating vehicles exceeds (approximately 310 meters), the connection between Tx and 
Rx was lost because Rx start to descend and the LOS is now disturbed due the concrete 
structure causing further attenuation that result in the perishing of the connection.  

 
Fig. 3. RSS in FSC1 

 
In the next two scenarios (FSC2 and FSC3), the tests were conducted to observe the impact 

of variable speeds of Tr on signal attenuation. However, the RSS values in FSC2 and FSC3 are 
no different than the values observed in FSC1 as shown in Fig. 4. Therefore, the variable 
speeds of Tr have no significant effect on the signal attenuation. The results of FSC2 and FSC3 
also endorsed the results obtained in FSC1 that maintaining the LOS between the 
communicating vehicles on the flyover ensures reliable connection because the strength of 
radio signals quickly deteriorates in case of NLOS scenario. The RSS measurements in the 
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next three scenarios (FSC4, FSC5 and FSC6) were taken to observe the impact of flyover’s 
structure on the signal attenuation by maintaining a constant distance between the 
communicating vehicles and driving both vehicles at with the same speed. In this manner, a 
deep apprehension of decline in the signal strength due to the flyover’s structure is cognizance.  

In FSC4, the RSS values were recorded when the Tx and Tr were in LOS at the beginning of 
test because a distance of 150 meters was maintained between them. Tx was at lower point on 
the flyover as compared to Tr in the beginning of the test. As the vehicles were driven along 
the flyover, they started to lose the LOS. Therefore, a steady decline in the RSS values was 
observed. However, the radio signals became stronger when Tx and Tr again came in LOS 
with each other while driving at the highest points over the flyover. The rise in the signal 
strength can be observed when both the vehicles have travelled about 150 meters as shown in 
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. The decline in RSS was again observed when the vehicles lose LOS but this 
time Tx was at a higher point as compared to Tr.  

  
Fig. 4. RSS in FSC2 and FSC3 

 
The arrangement of vehicles in FSC4 was again repeated in FSC5, however, the distance 

maintained between Tx and Tr was 200 meters in FCS5. At the start of the test, the vehicles 
(Tx and Tr) were not in LOS with each other. Therefore, an RSS of approximately -100dBm 
was observed at the start of the test. As the vehicles move on, they gradually begin to come 
within the LOS with each other, hence, resulting in a steady increase at the start of the test. The 
increase in the RSS in FSC5 was persistent up to the point where both the vehicles were at the 
highest points on the flyover. However, a decrease in RSS was observed when Tr started to 
descend and the vehicles were no longer in LOS with other as shown in Fig. 6. In FSC6, Tx 
and Tr were not in LOS with each other at the start of the test. After the vehicles travelled 
approximately 80 meters along the flyover, the connection was lost. This is due to the fact that 
both the vehicles were on lower points on opposite ends of the flyover. Therefore, the LOS 
between Tx and Tr was disturbed more than once due to the structure of the flyover that results 
in the connection lost. This phenomenon is shown in Fig. 5. 

The communicating vehicles were again connected after travelling approximately 150 
meters along the flyover because the LOS was disturbed only one due to the underneath 
structure of the flyover. A gradual increase in RSS was observed as the communicating 
vehicles begin to come in LOS with each other. At the end of the test, Tx was at the highest 
point on the flyover and Tr was at a lower point on a straight road after the flyover. Therefore, 
the communicating vehicles were in LOS with each other at the end of the test. Hence, an 
increased RSS value (~ -88 dBm) was observed when the two vehicles have covered about 250 
meter distance.       
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Fig. 5. Connection Loss in FSC6 

 
Fig. 6. RSS in FSC4, FSC5 and FSC6 

 
In another arrangement, both the communicating vehicles were driven at variable speeds in 

such a manner that Tx was 150 meters ahead of Tr at the start of the test. The inter-vehicular 
distance began to shrink as Tr (with greater speed) started to approach Tx. Tr approximately 
covered 16 meters every second while Tx only covered 8 meters in each second. The 
communicating vehicles lose the LOS with each other in the beginning of the test. However, 
due to the greater speed of Tr, the two vehicles came in LOS with each other afterwards. 
Therefore, the RSS started to increase as Tr approached Tx. The RSS increased to a maximum 
level and then started to decline as the Tr passed Tx. The change in RSS in FSC7 is shown in 
Fig. 7.   

 
Fig. 7. RSS in FSC7 

 
Fig. 8 shows the RSS in USC1 and USC2 where Tx was kept stationary at the start of the 

underpass and Tr was driven at a very low speeds (5 km/hr in USC1 and 20 km/hr in USC2) in 
order to carefully obtained the RSS values after each meter along the underpass. Furthermore, 
these tests were carried out to observe the impact of variable Tr speed inside the underpass and 
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on the straight road just after the underpass. As, the selected underpass was a part of busy and 
major urban road in a metropolitan city, therefore, the speed of Tr was kept in a range which is 
followed by the usual traffic on which use the selected underpass. A decrease in RSS up to 
approximately 40 dBm is observed with in the first 20 meters of the measurement inside the 
underpass. However, when the Tr moved a few meters outside the underpass, the fluctuation in 
RSS became stable and a gradual decrease in RSS was observed. The phenomenon of gradual 
decrease and relatively stable RSS values can be seen in Fig. 8 when the distance between 
communicating vehicles exceed 30 meters in both USC1 and USC2. However, the different 
speeds of Tr in USC1 and USC2 seems to have no major effect on the RSS values.  

In USC3, the communicating vehicles are driven with the same speed maintaining a 
distance of 15 meters between them. This test is carried out to observe the change in 
attenuation as the one or both of the vehicles enter in the underpass. Both the vehicles start 
their journey on the straight road 15 meters away from the underpass and then enter into the 
underpass one after another. As, the two vehicles are separated by a predefined distance, no 
dramatic change in the RSS is observed.  

 
Fig. 8. RSS in USC1 and USC2 

 
However, due to the waveguide-effect resulting from the structure of the underpass, diverse 

change in the RSS with the overall increase in the RSS is observed as the vehicles enter into 
the underpass one after the other. The fluctuation in the RSS values was soon balanced as the 
vehicles left the underpass. The same arrangement of USC3 is repeated in USC4 by 
maintaining a larger distance (25 meters) between the communicating vehicles. One of the 
vehicles was kept 25 meters away from the entrance of the underpass maintaining a further 
distance of 25 meters with the other vehicle. An increase in RSS is observed as the vehicles 
enter the underpass one after the other. This increase in RSS was at the highest level when both 
the vehicles were inside the underpass. However, a decrease in RSS was monitored when the 
two vehicles left the underpass. The change in RSS in USC3 and USC4 is shown in Fig. 9.  

 
Fig. 9. RSS in USC3 and USC4 
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In USC5, both the communicating vehicles were driven at variable speeds (Tx with 15 
km/hr and Tr with 30 km/hr) in such a manner that Tx was 30 meters ahead of Tr initially. The 
inter-vehicular distance began to reduce as Tr (with greater speed) started to approach Tx. 
Both the vehicles were inside the underpass after approximately 8 seconds from the start of the 
test. Therefore, a sharp increase in the RSS is observed as both the communicating vehicles 
were not only inside the underpass but were also very close to each other as Tr overtakes Tx.   
However, the RSS increased to a maximum level and then started to decline as the Tr passed 
Tx and continually went further away from Tx. In the process, both Tx and Tr left the 
underpass on to the straight road ahead. The change in RSS in USC5 is shown in Fig. 10.  

Relatively high path loss is observed in NLOS conditions as compared to LOS conditions, 
therefore, maintaining LOS can improve vehicular communication. Hence, the utilization and 
placements of RSUs at optimal positions can reduce path loss.  

5. Validation  
The physical sites selected for field measurements are reproduced in simulation environment 
by importing the road topologies from the web-based OpenStreetMap utility into the traffic 
simulator SUMO [30]. The output of SUMO is further fed to the custom-built java discrete 
event simulator that scans the output from SUMO and applies the proposed propagation 
formulas for the respective flyover and underpass in order to produce the predicted path loss. 
The proposed RPM is validated by comparing the predicted path loss with the real-world data 
obtained from the field measurement campaign on flyover and underpass. The RSS values 
from the real-world testing in multiple scenarios is converted to the path loss and compared 
with the predicted path loss. To apply the proposed formulas for the flyover, we divided the 
path loss values in to two groups; LOS path loss and NLOS path loss.   

 
Fig. 10. RSS in USC5 

 
In LOS path loss, two components participating in total path loss were considered namely, 

(a) free space path loss, (b) additional attenuation caused by the moving radio obstacles. There 
was low frequency of moving radio obstacles because the actual site of the measurement 
campaign was a part of busy urban roadway and the mass transportation system (Metro Bus) 
has its own elevated track. Therefore, the additional attenuation caused by moving radio 
obstacle had a little impact on the total LOS path loss on the particular selected site for field 
measurement.  Hence, the value of F is considered to be 0.1 to compare the predicted value of 
path loss with the actual measurement results for LOS scenario.  

A relatively high additional signal attenuation ( β = ~ 14dB) was observed due to the heavy 
and wide concrete material used on the two outer edges of the flyover, Therefore, the edges of 
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the flyover acted as static radio obstacles with a higher impact on signal attenuation in NLOS 
path loss. The pillars of the flyover did not obstruct the LOS between the communicating 
vehicles because the measurements were performed on the extreme left lane. Therefore, the 
impact of pillars in NLOS scenario was neglected in this particular situation.   

The predicted path loss values for the flyover are compared with the measured results in 
multiple scenarios to validate the proposed formulas designed specifically for the flyovers. 
The increase in the predicted path loss with the increase in inter-vehicular distance is 
monitored and compared with measurement values of the path loss on flyover. A comparison 
among predicted path loss values and measured results obtained from the field measurement 
campaign is shown in Fig. 11 that depicts a close agreement between the measured and 
predicted values of path loss for flyover. The R2 value as obtained by the statistical analysis 
yield 0.94 that confirms the applicability of the proposed RPM to predict path loss in flyover 
for vehicular communication. A residual analysis on the path loss data was also performed and 
no clear pattern was observed. Furthermore, a remarkable average accuracy of 97% was 
observed when the predicted path loss values were compared with the measured path loss 
values.  The R2 value, the residual analysis and the average accuracy reaffirmed the suitability 
of the proposed RPM to predict path loss on flyovers for the frequency band suitable for 
VANETs. 

 
Fig. 11. Path Loss on Flyovers (Measured vs Predicted) 

 
To apply the proposed formulas for the underpass, we divided the path loss values in to 

three groups; group A (when both the communicating vehicles driven inside the underpass), 
group B (when only one of the communicating vehicles is been inside and the other vehicle is 
outside the underpass) and group C (when both the communicating vehicles are outside on two 
different ends with the architecture of the underpass between them). In the group A, the major 
participating path loss factors were the dimension of the underpass and the distance between 
the communicating vehicles. The communication inside the underpass was merely disturbed 
by the moving radio obstacles because of the low frequency of the large moving vehicles in the 
selected underpass. Likewise, the communicating vehicles were in LOS with each other in 
group B as well, therefore, the major factors participating in the total path loss were; (a) free 
space path loss utilizing the effective distance deu between the communicating vehicles and (b) 
additional attenuation caused by the moving radio obstacles.  Due to the low frequency of 
large moving vehicles, additional attenuation due to other vehicles was not on a large scale in 
group B as well. In group C, the whole length of the underpass is considered to obtain the 
effective distance deu between the communicating vehicles.   

The predicted path loss values for the underpass are compared with the measured RSS 
values resulting from the underpass experiment to validate the proposed RPM for underpass. 
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The increase in the predicted path loss with the increase in inter-vehicular distance is 
monitored and compared with measurement values of the path loss in underpass. A 
comparison among predicted path loss values and measured results obtained from the field 
measurement campaign for underpass is shown in Fig. 12 that depicts a close agreement 
between the measured and predicted values of path loss for underpass. The R2 value yield 0.94 
that affirms the suitability of the proposed RPM in the estimation of the path loss in 
underpasses for effective vehicular communication. A residual analysis on the path loss data 
was also performed and no clear pattern was observed. Furthermore, an average accuracy of 
91% was calculated when the predicted path loss values were compared with the measured 
path loss values.  The R2 value, the residual analysis and the average accuracy reaffirmed the 
suitability of the proposed RPM to predict path loss in underpass. 

6. Comparison of Existing and Proposed RPMs 
The existing RPMs employed in VANETs do not consider the structure of the flyover as a 

potential radio obstacle and the positive effects of an underpass on the signal propagation. 
Therefore, they lack in predicting path loss accurately for the communicating vehicles that are 
travelling on the flyover and inside the underpass. Three widely used existing RPMs (free 
space model, two ray ground model and CORNER) are selected and compared with the 
proposed RPM on the basis of path loss and PDR using simulation. 

 
Fig. 12. Path Loss in Underpass (Measured vs Predicted) 

6.1 Simulation Setup 
To compare the proposed RPM with the existing RPMs, multiple simulators were used to 

accommodate for the real road environment within the simulation. Like the simulation used in 
validation to produce the predicted path loss, the same platform (SUMO along with 
custom-built java discrete event simulator) was used to compare the proposed RPM with the 
existing RPMs where the traffic simulator (SUMO) facilitated the modelling of intermodal 
traffic systems and the same physical sites selected for field measurements are reproduced in 
SUMO by using web-based OpenStreetMap utility. The custom-built java discrete event 
simulator was equipped with propagation formulas for the proposed RPM as well as the 
existing RPMs (free space, two ray ground, CORNER). Hence, serving as a network 
simulation platform to simulate radio propagation in physical layer and the results are 
produced based in terms of path loss and PDR. The simulation environment was configured 
with 50 pairs of vehicles (total: 100 vehicles), wherein a transmitter and a receiver constituted 
one pair. Moreover, the transmitters within each pair were configured to transmit messages at 
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10 Hz. Note that, for the sake of analysis, transmissions from transmitters are only recorded at 
their respective receivers. The simulation time for the flyover and the underpass scenario was 
set at 400 and 300 seconds respectively.  

6.2 Comparison Results (Flyover) 
A comparison among the path loss predicted by proposed and existing RPMs is shown in 

Fig. 13. The free space model only predicts the path loss when the communicating vehicles are 
in LOS with each other. However, due to relative height of the flyover at different locations, 
the communicating vehicles even travelling on a straight line have a tendency to lose LOS 
among them. The existing RPMs consider a two dimensional plane and do not contemplate 
height of the flyover in estimating path loss.  CORNER uses free space model in estimating the 
path loss in LOS scenario and two-ray ground model underestimates the path loss for the 
shorter distances.  Therefore, all three of the considered existing RPMs are unable to predict 
the accurate path loss for the vehicular communication on flyovers. On the other hand, the 
proposed RPM accounts for the additional attenuation caused by multiple NLOS conditions 
for the communicating vehicles travelling on the flyover. The communicating vehicles in 
NLOS scenarios on opposite sides of the flyover may lose effective communication due to 
repeated obstructions resulting from the edges and pillars of the flyover. This phenomenon is 
only modeled in proposed RPM as opposed to existing RPMs. Abrupt increase in path loss 
predicted by proposed RPM can be seen in Fig. 13. No existing RPM considers the abrupt 
change in path loss because of the NLOS condition between the communicating vehicles 
travelling on the flyover.  

 
Fig. 13. Comparison of RPMs (Flyover) 

 
A comparison among the PDR predicted by applying existing and proposed RPMs in 

flyover is also performed using the simulation. The comparison results for the flyover in terms 
of PDR are shown in Fig. 14. Unrealistic values of PDR in a high range (greater than 90%) are 
predicted for the flyover using the three existing RPMs because they only consider LOS 
scenario among the communicating vehicles and the signal attenuation caused by the structure 
of the flyover and the additional attenuation due to large moving vehicles is not contemplated 
by the exiting RPMs. On the other hand, the proposed RPM not only considers the structure of 
a flyover as a potential radio obstacle but also takes into account the additional signal 
attenuation due to the large moving obstacles. Therefore, the PDR values predicted by using 
the proposed RPM are in a relatively very low threshold (less than 40%). Hence, the analysis 
of proposed RPM advocates the inclusion of an RSU placed at the optimal position on the 
flyover in order to provide a reliable communication infrastructure for the vehicles 
communicating and driving along a flyover.  
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A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) is conducted to explore the path loss prediction 
efficiency of RPMs (proposed RPM, two-ray and CORNER) under flyover condition using 
SPSS version 18. ANOVA is used here to determine whether there are any significant 
differences between the path loss predicted by RPMs which in return highlight the RPM that 
accurately predict the path loss. A comparison of the mean predicted path loss of the 
considered RPMs is made using ANOVA to determine whether any of those means are 
significantly different from each other. A statistically significant difference between the 
models: F (2, 273) = 70.74, p = .000 was found between the predicted mean values of the 
considered RPMs. Here, the p-value showed that the differences between the means are 
statistically significant. Post-hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD test indicated that the 
mean score for proposed RPM (M = 109.97, SD = 20.25) was significantly different from 
two-ray model (M = 83.26, SD = 16.05) and CORNER model (M = 91.30, SD = 8.03). 
CORNER behaves like free space model in LOS scenario, therefore, free space model is not 
considered in the statistical analysis. The highest mean value of predicted path loss is 
calculated by the proposed RPM showing that it considers the additional attenuation due to 
flyover structure and moving radio obstacles. Hence the proposed RPM realistically predicts 
the path loss on the flyover as compared to free space, two ray and CORNER. 

 

 
Fig 14. Comparison among Predicted PDR (Flyover) 

6.3 Comparison Results (Underpass) 
A comparison among the path loss predicted by existing and proposed RPMs is shown in 

Fig. 15. The free-space model over-estimates the path loss in underpass because the underpass 
geometry is not considered.  Same is the case with CORNER as it utilizes free-space model to 
predict path loss in LOS scenario. However, two-ray model under-estimates the path loss 
when the vehicles are communicating inside the underpass but this path loss estimation 
becomes unrealistic when only one of the communicating vehicles is inside the underpass.  

The proposed RPM specifically calculates the path loss for the communicating vehicles 
which are inside or near to an underpass and it also accounts for the additional signal 
attenuation caused by the large moving obstacles. Therefore, the proposed RPM predicts the 
path loss accurately for the situations where at least one of the vehicles is inside the underpass 
or both the vehicles are outside the underpass on opposite sides. The comparison results 
showed that the existing RPMs (free space, CORNER) either over-estimate the path loss or 
under-estimate (two-ray) it. Unlike, the existing RPMs, the proposed RPM keeps track of the 
positive effects of the underpass dimensions on the signal propagation and calculates effective 
distance to predict path loss. Therefore, the proposed RPM is more suitable to predict path loss 
for underpass environment as compared to existing RPMs in VANETs. A comparison among 
the PDR predicted by the applying existing and the proposed RPMs in underpass is also 
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performed. However, due to small length of the underpass (27 meters), the exiting as well as 
the proposed RPM predicts the maximum PDR. Therefore, its plot is not shown. 

 
Fig. 15. Comparison of RPMs (Underpass) 

 
ANOVA is conducted to explore the path loss prediction efficiency of considered RPMs in 

underpass scenario as well. Like the flyover scenario, a statistically significant difference 
between the models: F (2, 171) = 51.06, p = .000. Post-hoc comparisons using the Tukey HSD 
test indicated that the mean score for proposed RPM (M = 61.38, SD = 17.75) was 
significantly different from two ray model (M = 49.81, SD = 12.90) and CORNER (M = 74.57, 
SD = 6.45). The mean value of predicted path loss calculated by the proposed RPM is less than 
CORNER showing that the proposed RPM considers the positive effects of underpass 
structure on signal attenuation. Hence the proposed RPM realistically predicts the path loss in 
underpass as compared to existing RPMs.  

7. Conclusion and Future Work 
This paper presents RPM for vehicular communication on flyovers and inside the underpasses. 
The proposed RPM considers the impact of flyover’s structure on the RSS. The proposed 
RPM also utilizes the simple geometric characteristics of the underpass along with the radio 
signal’s wavelength to predict the major component of the path loss in underpass. The impact 
of large moving vehicles on the radio propagation is also considered in the proposed RPM and 
additional path loss component due to single knife-edge diffraction from the moving radio 
obstacles is added to predict the total path loss. Moreover, a field measurement campaign 
using 5 GHz frequency band was carried out in order to physically measure the RSS and the 
path loss. During the field measurement campaign, multiple arrangements of communicating 
nodes were utilized having different speeds and variable inter-vehicular distances. The 
predicted path loss from the proposed RPM is found to be in a close agreement with the 
measured results obtained from the field measurement campaign. The proposed RPM is also 
compared with exiting RPMs in terms of path loss prediction and PDR. This study utilized 
Wifi devices configured at 5 GHz for field measurement; the same tests are to be repeated 
using 802.11p transceivers at 5.9 Ghz frequency band in order to further affirm the suitability 
of the model for the vehicular communication. 
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